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Artificial Intelligence Improves Seismic Analyses
For the first time, a neural network matches the precision of human experts in determining the arrival-time of seismic waves – publication in the Seismological Research Letters journal
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Until now, a lot of human expertise was required to evaluate seismic waves. The neural
network of KIT now allows for a faster evaluation of more data. (Photo: Manuel Balzer,
KIT)
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The challenge to analyze earthquake signals with optimum precision grows along with the amount of available seismic data. At
the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT), researchers have deployed a neural network to determine the arrival-time of seismic
waves and thus precisely locate the epicenter of the earthquake.
In their report in the Seismological Research Letters journal,
they point out that Artificial Intelligence is able to evaluate the
data with the same precision as an experienced seismologist.
(DOI: 10.1785/0220180312)
For precisely locating an earthquake event, it is critical to determine
the exact arrival-time of the majority of seismic waves at the seismometer station (the so-called phase arrival). Without this knowledge,
further accurate seismological evaluations are not possible. Such
evaluations can be very useful in predicting aftershocks that sometimes cause more serious damage than the initial main earthquake.
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By precisely locating the epicenter, even physical processes occurring deep inside the Earth can better be distinguished, and this, in
turn, allows inference about the structure of the Earth’s interior. “Our
results show that Artificial Intelligence can significantly improve earthquake analysis – not only with the support of large data volumes, but
also if only a limited dataset is available,” explains Professor Andreas
Rietbrock from the Geophysical Institute (GPI) at KIT.
The evaluation of the recorded seismograms, which is called phase
picking, helps determine the arrival-times of the individual phases.
Traditionally, this is a manual procedure. The precision in manual
phase picking may be affected by the subjectivity of the seismologist
in charge. Most notably, however, a manual evaluation meanwhile requires unacceptable time and staff resources, due to the growing
amount of seismic data and the higher density of the seismometer
networks. Automated evaluation has become necessary in order to
leverage all available data quickly. Indeed, the phase picking algorithms developed so far are not able to deliver the precision achieved
with manual picking by an experienced seismologist – due to the extreme complexity of the formation and propagation of earthquakes,
with many physical processes acting on the seismic wave field.

Humans still evaluate the seismometer data (triangles) in Chile to locate the epicenters (circles). (Photo: J. Woollam et al.)

Artificial Intelligence (AI), however, is able to match the human precision when evaluating this data. This has now been revealed by scientists from the GPI, the University of Liverpool, and the University of
Granada. According to their report in the Seismological Research Letters journal, the researchers used a convolutional neural network
(CNN) to determine the phase onsets in a seismic network in Chile.
CNNs are inspired by biological neural systems and arranged in different tiers of interconnected artificial neurons. In so-called Deep
Learning, which is one of the Machine Learning methods, detected
and learned features are passed from one tier to the next, being refined more and more in this process.
During an earthquake, different types of seismic waves propagate
through the Earth. The main types are called compressional or primary waves (P-waves) and shear or secondary waves (S-waves).
First, the faster P-waves arrive at the seismological station, followed
by the slower S-waves. Seismic waves can be recorded in seismograms. The researchers trained the CNN using a relatively small dataset covering 411 earthquake events in the north of Chile. Then, the
CNN determined the arrival-time of unknown P-phases and Sphases, while matching the precision as an experienced seismologist
with manual picking or even delivering a higher precision than a classic picking algorithm.
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Original Publication
Jack Woollam; Andreas Rietbrock; Angel Bueno; Silvio De Angelis:
Convolutional Neural Network for Seismic Phase Classification, Performance Demonstration over a Local Seismic Network. Seismological Research Letters, 2019. DOI: 10.1785/0220180312
Abstract at https://doi.org/10.1785/0220180312
More about the KIT Climate and Environment
http://www.klima-umwelt.kit.edu/english

Center:

Being “the Research University in the Helmholtz Association,”
KIT creates and imparts knowledge for the society and the environment. It is the objective to make significant contributions to
the global challenges in the fields of energy, mobility and information. For this, about 9,300 employees cooperate in a broad
range of disciplines in natural sciences, engineering sciences,
economics, and the humanities and social sciences. KIT prepares its 25,100 students for responsible tasks in society, industry, and science by offering research-based study programs. Innovation efforts at KIT build a bridge between important scientific findings and their application for the benefit of society, economic prosperity, and the preservation of our natural basis of
life.
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The photo in the best quality available to us may be downloaded under www.kit.edu or requested by mail to presse@kit.edu or phone +49
721 608-21105. The photo may be used in the context given above
exclusively.
This year’s anniversary logo recalls the milestones reached by KIT
and its long tradition in research, teaching, and innovation. On October 1, 2009, KIT was established by the merger of its two predecessor
institutions: the Polytechnic School and later University of Karlsruhe
was founded in 1825, the Nuclear Reactor Construction and Operation Company and later Karlsruhe Research Center in 1956.
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